
Newquay Renaissance Project
A community arts project connecting young people with their environment



Newquay Renaissance Project (NRP) is a new community arts project with a focus on learning about and 
protecting the environment.

We believe that creative activity combined with education can change the way we think about ourselves, 
our environment, and is crucial to our wellbeing. 

People protect what they love, they love what they understand and they understand what they are 
taught.” Jacques-Yves Cousteau

NRP’s ‘family’ of like minded artists, creatives and educators offer an exciting series of workshops and 
events designed to ignite the imagination, inspire creativity, educate and make new friends in a warm, 
relaxed and supportive atmosphere.

Importantly, the young people (18-25) participating in Newquay Renaissance Community Workshops 
will have the opportunity to be included of the regeneration of Newquay and take part in a new 
mentoring/work experience programme with local industries including green/blue environmental 
projects, fishing, technology, aerospace, hospitality and other developing industries in Cornwall.

We will be collaborating with other community/environmental projects and artists in Newquay, sharing 
and nurturing ideas and also offer residencies with artists from other parts of the UK enabling them to 
create art with our community for our community.

Newquay - The Creative Capital of Cornwall www.newquayrenaissance.com 

Newquay Renaissance Project



About Philip Cole
Philip Cole is a painter, maker and teacher. He uses 
unconventional materials and commonplace processes to 
produce qualitative painting objects. His use of polyester 
resin is intentional in order to elevate its status as a suitable 
material. His work may be characterised by the use of 
simple colour combinations and tonal variations where the 
predominant geometric shapes are composed essentially of 
rectangles, and less frequently, discs. They sometimes 
suggest printers’ colour registration marks or hints of 
perspectival forms but these associations are not 
necessarily of primary importance, even if a consequence is 
to reference similar organisations of colour and shape in 
the overlooked and marginal, or in architectural spaces (the 
interstices) of ‘real life’.

He has exhibited at ONCA and Phoenix Galleries in 
Brighton, Angus-Hughes Gallery, London, The Eyesees, 
Arles, France. The Towner Gallery, Eastbourne and Project 
78, St Leonards on Sea. He was involved in co-curating  
‘H_A_R_D_P_A_I_N_T_I_N_G_x2’ at Phoenix Brighton 
most recently. His work is held in collections in the UK and 
Europe.

https://colecorner.com/

http://www.mattjukes.ink/
philipcole
Underline



Students involved in the project will:

• Understand the importance of
their local built environment,

• Be introduced to the History of
Mosaics as an art form

• Learn how to execute a mosaic
using the reverse method

• Work as part of a creative team -
including taking responsibility for
communicating and negotiating
design ideas and working together
on the mosaics

This project will lead to the incorporation of 5 colourful and tactile mosaic objects to a newly built wall in Newquay town centre. The mosaics 
will be abstract and geometric in nature and produced by students from Treviglas Academy. Students will take part in a 2-day mosaic 
workshop lead by Brighton artist Philip Cole. The students are all currently working towards their GCSE Art qualification and It is anticipated 
that participation in the workshop will complement their studies. They will be introduced to the history of mosaic making as well as practical 
guidance in how to make a mosaic collaboratively. They will celebrate the energy of pure colour and the affect that distinct areas of colour 
have on one another. Mosaics are a great format for achieving this, sometimes being called 'eternal pictures' they are hard-wearing and 
durable. It is less common for mosaics to be used to create 'minimal' abstract images and we feel that the finished work will have artistic merit. 
We anticipate the wall becoming another positive addition to the landscape of Newquay, an exciting and thought provoking outdoor gallery 
open for all to visit.

This is an amazing opportunity for 14-15 year old students from Treviglas Academy to create and produce an art installation to be enjoyed by 
the community and visitors and to be part of the regeneration of Newquay.

 A community mosaic project 



The Mosaics will be completed on construction board (a cement based board that has more longevity than marine 
ply) and installed on the wall. In order to achieve this, rawlplugs or anchor bolts will need to be inserted into position 
in the brick wall. An SDS drill will be adequate for the task however an electrical supply will be needed. Screws/bolts 
will be discreetly hidden in the mosaic (even covered after installation by a single mosaic piece). Students will 
collaborate in groups of 2 or 3 and will be responsible for the design of their own uniquely shaped ’mosaic tab’. 
During day 1 of the workshop they will be directed towards drawing up colour based geometric designs. The 
photographs above and on the previous slide are suggestions for the type of mosaics that will be produced.

A community mosaic project



'Peripherals' An INSPIRATION for the community 
mosaic project
Together we will consider all of the following factors as we plan and execute mosaics for 

the Newquay town centre wall. As an artist who uses both mosaic and plastics in his work 

all of these factors are important to me: 

• The Particular light in Cornwall - an Inspiration for artists many of whom visit or take
up residence in Newquay

• Colour - The light ensures that colours are vivid. A vital part of my work as an artist is
celebrating the way that one colour can influence another and the importance of using
areas of pure colour adjacent to one another.

• The local surf scene - I have enjoyed body boarding in Cornwall for many years. Is
Newquay the surf capital of the UK? Many say that it is.

• The Geometry of the built and found environment and in everyday things like
packaging. One of the inspirations for my work has been the printer registration marks
that can be spotted on packaging like cereal boxes. These have always delighted me
visually - I have used these 'peripherals' or 'incidentals' as the springboard for the
colour field work that I am now known for.



Workshop Structure 

Complete the Mosaics
Drying

 Use the reverse method to flip
Grouting via the reverse 

Adding adhesive and fixing
Final grout

WORKSHOP
TWO
9-3pm

Friday 11.03.22

WORKSHOP
ONE

9-3pm
Thursday 10.03.22

Welcome and introduction
An Introduction to mosaic making 

The use of colour in the artists work
Plan ideas for the mosaics  

 Presenting ideas 
 Health and Safety

Commence mosaic making 



WORKSHOP ONE

• Welcome and introduction
• An Introduction to mosaic  making
• Colour and abstraction
• Registration marks
• Forming working groups for  each

of t he 5 mosaic panels
• Planning ideas for the mosaics

using pens/coloured paper
• Presenting ideas  and decisions on

the design
• Use of mosaic clippers and tile

cutters + General Health and
Safety.

• Commence mosaic making



WORKSHOP 
TWO

• Recap from Workshop1
• Completing the Mosaics
• Pasting the top layer of

brown paper and drying
• Using the reverse method

to flip the mosaics
• Grouting the reverse of

the mosaic
• Adding adhesive and

fixing
• Final grout



● 5 Mosaic plaques in Newquay
town centre

● One short documentary film
telling the story of the project

● Six short videos for social
media

● Images for social media

Content Created
The NEWQUAY community 
mosaic project is part of the 
regeneration of Newquay. It will 
be part of Street Art Newquay 
walking tours in collaboration with 
other street art in Newquay

Celebration of the community 
mosaics will form part of 
Newquay Renaissance Project 
Art exhibition in May 2022

We aim to deliver :

A community mosaic project:    INSTALLATION

On Monday 14th March students from the workshop will be driven down by minibus from 
school during the day to see and complete the final installation (final grout). This would be a 
good opportunity for photographs, interviews and filming. 
The location of the mosaics on the wall is ideal for the following reasons. The wall is adjacent 
to a wider pedestrian area and so any individual or group wanting to linger to look at the 
mosaics have space to do so (It is not a narrow and dangerous pavement) The wall is within 
view of a road that brings visitors by car and public transport  Newquay town centre. This 
means that the mosaics help to 'register' visitors to Newquay, a town that celebrates its artistic 
community as well as its surf community. Installation of the mosaics will involve curatorial 
decisions akin to the way in which paintings are hung on a gallery wall. The wall could indeed 
be seen as an exhibition in an outdoor gallery. The mosaics will be located at a variety of 
levels on the wall so that they can be enjoyed by individuals of different heights; both children 
and adults. 
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